Neo-Brahmi Generation Panel
What is Brahmi?

• An ancient script
• Most of the modern scripts in Indian subcontinent have been derived from Brahmi
• Geographically the scripts being used in Central Asia, South Asia and South-East Asia
• These scripts are used by multiple language families: Largely by Indo-Aryan and Dravidian
What Neo-Brahmi?

- Of all the scripts derived from “Brahmi”, not all are in modern usage

- Approach is in consonance with the conservatism principle of the LGR procedure
Neo-Brahmi Generation Panel

• Currently the group is of 10 members
  • Mixed bag expertise like linguistic, Unicode
  • Need more members to cover the diversity within the group
• Will try to cover possibly all the major scripts/languages of Brahmi family.
• The group is currently working on gaining more participation within and outside India.
• Interested individuals can send their expression of interest to neobrahmiGP@icann.org and idntlds@icann.org
Progress so far…

• Reviewed and commented on Maximal Starting Repertoire for the Root

• A workshop is planned in AprIGF on “Bringing diverse linguistic communities together for a unified IDN ruleset” for reaching out to the community for the wider participation in the panel

• Working on the Neo-Brahmi Generation panel proposal – May submit to ICANN by end of August/early September
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